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Background

• Report commissioned by Ofgem as part of 
RPI-X@20 review

• Follows increasing interest in greater user 
involvement (in several sectors)

• Particular reference to TPCR 5, due to 
commence April 2012

• Considered relevance of four possible 
approaches from outside UK energy 
sector 



Options addressed

• They were:

– public contest method: used in Argentine 
transmission sector

– constructive engagement: used by CAA for 
London and Manchester airports 

– negotiated settlement: used in North 
American utility sector, especially energy

– negotiated services: as applied to Australian 
networks

• Further detail in handout 1



Context

• Included discussion with a few potential 

participants 

– N Grid, distribution co, AEP (generators)

• Conclusions without prejudice to 

worthwhile changes already underway

– Consumer First, business plan engagement 

under DPCR5, reworking of SO incentive 

setting processes etc.



Conclusions (1) 

Public contest method

 could help to ensure that future investment 
programme includes what users want and does 
not go beyond what users willing to pay for

 putting expansion projects out to tender could 
help to ensure lower cost construction

X would need a change in GB statutory framework

X could present difficulties in defining a new set of 
rules for determining votes of transmission users

X could involve a limitation in the powers of the 
regulator that could be unacceptable in GB



Conclusions (2) 

Constructive engagement
 flexible and able to focus on those issues where 

constructive discussion and agreement seem most likely 
(provided the regulator’s specification is not unduly 
restrictive), leaving to the regulator those issues where 
agreement seems less likely. 

 would not need any change in GB statutory framework

X not been without difficulties in UK airports sector 

± but agreement has been reached on significant elements 
of airport price controls

± lessons have been learned and more robust regulatory 
framework is being put in place



Conclusions (3)

Negotiated settlements
 would enable utilities and users to negotiate and agree 

features of price control of particular significance to them 
(such as capital expenditure programmes, service quality 
provisions and incentive arrangements)

X using such an approach might set unduly high hurdle to 
overcome if expectation is to deliver agreement on whole 
range of issues to be covered by a future price control

± in practice partial negotiated settlements are sometimes 
agreed that leave unresolved issues (such as cost of 
capital) to the regulator

± would be necessary to ensure specific measures so that 
interests of all parties, including Government where 
appropriate, adequately taken into account



Conclusions (4)

Negotiated services
± the Australian negotiated services approach intended to 

facilitate discussion and agreement for certain services, 
especially where services have some bespoke element 
or where different service levels might be feasible

± some elements of approach already applied in GB 
through existing rules for excluded services albeit on a 
more limited basis

X would not seem significantly to extend present role of 
users or customers in the process of resetting GB price 
controls



Overall conclusions

• All four options have points of benefit or 
relevance to RPI-X@20

• Generally more pros than cons – see handout 2

• There is scope to increase user involvement in 
general and in TPCR5 in particular

• Constructive engagement seems most 
promising, at least in GB transmission context

• Encouraging precedent in GB

• Can deliver benefits of negotiated settlements (provided 
definition of roles reflects views of participants)

• Wider application (eg to distribution) not ruled out

• More research into development & application



Implications

• To enable constructive engagement in the 

sector Ofgem would need to (inter alia):

– provide greater clarity on roles, especially its 

own, and on timetables and procedures

– consider adequacy of user representation

– facilitate discussion through more information 

(e.g. publication of licensee business plan)

– indicate any conditions and boundaries

– establish default process



Handout (1)

Summary of approaches



Handout (2)

Summary of pros and cons


